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2022 Promises Continued Growth and Success 
Hello,

We have exciting news! We are pleased to announce that CDR has moved into a

significantly larger office in the South Coast Metro area to accommodate our

growing team of engineering professionals and new Dry Utility division. With a

central location that is convenient to clients, partners, and vendors, as well as

access to wonderful amenities, this new space will help CDR attract and retain top

talent as our company continues to grow. 

 

In order for our team to bring their ‘A-game' to work for our clients and partners each

and every day, we foster teamwork on and off the clock. On a recent team-building

trip into the Arizona desert, CDR spent two nights in the wilderness and trekked 18

miles while carrying heavy packs over rugged terrain. With a starting elevation of

2,420′, our team traversed over formidable volcanic terrain while enjoying incredible

desert views, all while keeping our eyes peeled for the legendary "Lost Dutchman's

gold!" 

 

Teamwork is how we approach our partnerships as well. In our Partner Spotlight

article, CDR discusses the benefits of the strategic partnership we have built with

Marks Architects. As the leader of the project development team, they play a vital

role in helping consultants complete tasks on schedule, which ultimately saves the
client time and money. Check out the full article below to learn more about Marks

Architects, and why their innovative and cost-effective designs make them "stand-

outs" in their field.

 

Please reach out with any of your civil engineering needs.

 
Regards,
 
Aaron M. Albertson, P.E., SCDP
Principal
Direct:  949.351.5325
Office:  949.610.8997 ext. 704
Email:  AAlbertson@CDRwest.com
 

Read More

CDR Relocates
Headquarters to
Orange County’s
Urban Center, South
Coast Metro
CDR has moved into Park Tower, a
conveniently located high rise in the
South Coast Metro district of Costa
Mesa, California. The new
headquarters offers increased space
for their growing business and
expanding team of engineers.

Read more

AZ Team Building Hike
Completed
This trip provided an amazing
opportunity for team building, as the
group relied on each other for
company and moral support as they
trekked through the desert.

Read more

Partner Spotlight:
Marks Architects
CDR appreciates the partnership they
have built with Marks Architects and is
proud of the service they are able to
offer their clients. It is clear from
speaking with Aaron, that Marks
Architects are standouts in their field. 

Read more

Contact Us For Your
Dry Utility Needs
Navigating the utility industry is an
arduous task requiring relentless
pursuit and a tremendous investment
of time to keep multiple utilities on
schedule. Consider us your guide
through the process.

Read more
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